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Abstract. Consider the linear delay difference equations

m

xn+x -xn =^2aj(x„-kj -*„-/,)>        B = 0, 1,2, ...

7=1

and
k

yn+i-yn = '^2bjyn-j,     « = 0,1,2,...,
;=i

where the coefficients a¡ and bj are real and kj and l¡ are nonnegative inte-

gers. In this note we describe, in terms of the initial conditions, the asymptotic

behavior of solutions of these equations in several cases when the characteristic

equation has a dominant real root. Some of the results extend to systems of

equations.

Theorem 1 below will apply to a linear delay difference system

m

(1) \n+x-Xn=Y^Mn)(xn-kj--X-n-l]), « = 0,1,2,...,

;'=i

where m > 1 and for each j, the coefficient Aj(n) is a square matrix and the

delays kj and /, are nonnegative integers. Without loss of generality, assume

that kj > lj for each j ; and let k = maxx<j<m kj .
Theorems 2, 3, and 4 apply to a special scalar case of (1) and to the linear

scalar delay difference equation

k

(2) yn+i-yn = ¿2bJy"-j'      « = 0,1,2,...,
;=i

where the è/s are real numbers and k is a positive integer.

An equation like (2) is usually regarded as a difference equation of order

k+ 1. This note illustrates the possible advantage of considering (1) and (2) as

first-order "delay difference equations" and applying techniques of delay differ-

ential equations.

Let || • || denote either the norm on the vector space for Eq. (1) or the

associated induced norm on square matrices.
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Theorem 1. Let

m

(3) 5>,-/,)P,-(«)||</><l   /or« = 0,l,2,....
;=i

Then every solution of (I) tends to a finite limit as « —» oo.

If each matrix A¡ is a constant (independent of n) and the solution of (I)
with initial conditions

(4) x„ = <f>„  for n = -k,... , 0,

has a limit (for whatever reason) for every choice of initial conditions, then

( \~' / m      -ij-i    \

(5) Urn x„ = ( / + £(*, - lj)Aj        Uo + ¿2 AJ¿2 & )■

Proof. Let A = max_yt<„<_1 \\<f>n+i - <f>„\\.   Then, by induction on q = 1,
2,... ,

||x„+1 — x„|| < p9A   for n>qk - k.

Thus {x„} is a Cauchy sequence and hence converges.

Now let each Aj be a constant matrix. Then the quantity

m n-lj-X

C„ = x„ + E Aj   z2   Xi
7=1        i=n—kj

is an invariant, i.e., Cn+X =C„ for « = 0, 1, ... . Thus, if lim^oo x„ exists,

(/ + y^(fc,- - lj)Aj     lim x„ = lim C„ = C0.

7 = 1 /

The matrix on the left side must have full rank since Co is an arbitrary vector.

Hence the matrix is invertible, and Eq. (5) follows.   D

Remarks. If initial data is chosen randomly, then Co # 0 with probability 1.

So, assuming (3) and constant coefficients, Eq. (5) almost always provides a

genuine asymptotic representation of the solution of (1).

Note also that with a little more effort the proofs of the theorems in this

paper would actually provide estimates of the error.

In the case of constant coefficients and assuming (3), Theorem 1 implies that

X = 1 must be a simple root of the characteristic equation for (1),

/ \
det \l(X - 1) -^2Aj(X~ki - X~'J)    =0,

and that all other roots must satisfy |A| < 1 .

Results will be obtained for Eq. (2) in Theorems 2, 3, and 4 by transforming

(2) into a scalar special case of (1),

k

(V) xn+x-xn = ^2aj(xn-j-xn)   for « = 0, 1, ... .

7=1
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Lemma. For Eq. (2) assume that the characteristic equation

k

(6) F(X) = 0   where F(X) = X - 1 - E M~;
j=i

has a real root Xq . Let {yn} be the solution of (2) with initial conditions

(7) y„ = 4>n   for n = -k, ... , 0,

and define x„ = X^"yn for n > -k.   Then  {x„} satisfies Eq.    (V)  where

aj = Mo■/1 for j = 0, ... , k .
If lim„^oo xn exists for every choice of initial values (1), then Xo is a simple

root of (6), every other root satisfies \X\ < Xq and

(8)

limjx-0"yn)=\vmoxn= L + ¿6;¿Z V"''"Vi] / ( 1 + EAV~' ) ■

Proof. Introduce x„ = X^ny„ for n > — k. Then Xqx„+x - xn =

]C/=i bj^Xn-j . Since A0 satisfies (6),

O-^n+l — 0-^n = ¿—i   JO        \x"-j " x") ,

7=1

which is equivalent to Eq. (1').
Now assume that lim„_>00x„ exists, regardless of the initial conditions.

Then, by Theorem 1, X0 is a simple root of (6), which means F'(Xo) = 1 +

Y!j=x JbjX~Q~j~x # 0, and the value of limn^oo^ö"^) = lim„_00x„ is given by

(8)." D

Theorem 2. In Eq. (2) let

Then the characteristic equation (6) has exactly one root Xo 6 (k/(k + 1), oo) ;

and if {yn} is the solution ofEq. (2) with initial conditions (1), then (8) holds.

Proof. Define F(X) as in (6) and observe that F(oo) = oo , F(k/(k + 1)) < 0,

and for X > k/(k + 1), F'(X) > 0. Hence Eq. (6) has exactly one root

Xo > k/(k + 1). Inequality (9) then implies

¿./I w1 < i.
;'=i

Introduce x„ = Xq "y„ and apply Theorem 1 to the resulting Eq. (1') to conclude

that lim„_00x„ exists for every solution of (1')- The assertion of the theorem

follows from the lemma.   D

Remarks. Theorem 2 is the discrete analogue of an elementary theorem for a

delay differential equation [2].
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Theorem 2 can be extended to a system of equations if the number of equa-

tions is odd. But if the number of equations is even, the characteristic equation

may have no real root. Consider, for example, the system

y«+i -y« =^y«-i    where A
~ 16 (-I    lj

If, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, ]£/=i b¡ < 0, then F(l) > 0

and hence 0 < Xo < 1. In this case it follows from (8) that every solution of

Eq. (2) tends to zero as « —► oo . Similarly, if ¿~jj=t bj > 0, then F (I) < 0,

Xo > 1, and yn —* oo as « —» oo .

When every bj has the same sign, hypothesis (9) is no longer needed. The

results to follow have some overlap with Theorem 2.

Theorem 3 (cf. deBruijn [1] and Norris [4]). Let bj > 0 for J — 0, ... , k with
bo > 0 and consider

k

(10) yn+x =Y2bjyn-j   for « = 0,1,2, ...
j=0

—a generalization of (2). Let Xo be the unique positive root of the characteristic

equation

k

(6') X - bo - E bJX~J = °-

Then lim„^œX^nyn exists, and its value is given by (8).

Proof. Case (i). Assume J2j=0bj = 1. Then Xo = 1 and (10) is equivalent to

(1') with aj = bj and xn=y„. But Theorem 1 does not apply since Y!)=\ Jbj

may be greater than 1.

For « > 0 define

Mn = max{y„_k , ... ,yn}   and   m„ = min{y„_k, ... , yn}.

Then for any « > 0 a trivial induction using ( 10) for p — 0, 1, 2, ...  shows

that

mn < mn+p < Mn+P < Mn.

Now consider (10) in the form

k

yn+\ = b0yn + E bjyn-j   for « > 0.
7=1

Then it follows by induction on p that

p k

yn+p = bpQyn + EbPo~l E bjyn+i-i-j   forp = 1,2,....—
i=i        j=\

Hence for p > 1

yn+P < bp0y„ + E^-'(1 - bo)Mn = Mn- bp0(Mn -yn)
i=i
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and
p

yn+P > bp0yn + E^cT't1 - bo)m„ = mn + b^(y„ - m„).
1=1

Considering 1 < p < k + 1, these yield

Mn+k+x <M„- b^+x(M„-y„)   and   mn+k+x >m„ + b¡¡¡+x(y„ - m„).

Subtract these last two inequalities to find

Mn+k+x - mn+k+x < (1 - b^+x)(M„ - m„).

It follows that {Mn} and {m„} converge to a common limit, L. Thus y„ —> L

as « —► oo .

Case (ii). In the general case, Eq. (6') has a unique positive root Xq . Define

xn = ko~ny„ . Then {x„} satisfies

k

(11) xn+\ = 2_j bjXfj     x„-j,

7=0

where £jLoMo~^-1 = 1. It follows from Case (i) that lim,,_,oo(A0~',j;,,) =

lim„_too.x„ exists.

But Eq. (11) is equivalent to (1') with aj = bjX^j~x for j = I, ... , k . So
(8) follows from the lemma.   D

Remark. Theorem 3 says something about the roots of the polynomial equation,

equivalent to (6'),

k
(12) Xk+l -2ZbAk~j = o,

7=0

where each bj > 0 and bo > 0. From the existence of the limit (8), it follows

that (12) has a unique positive root X0 . This root is simple, and for every other

root, \X\ < Xo .

Corollary. In Eq. (2) let each b¡ > 0. Then Eq. (6) has a unique positive

solution Xo and (8) holds. Moreover, Xo > 1.

Proof. This is the special case of Theorem 3 when bo — 1.   □

Notice that condition (9) in Theorem 2 is irrelevant when each bj > 0.

Surprisingly, Theorem 3 for equations with positive coefficients is also useful

in the study of Eq. (2) with negative coefficients.

Theorem 4. Let bj < 0 for j = I, ... , k, and let {y„} be the solution of (2)
with initial conditions (7). Assume that at least one bj < 0, or Eq. (2) becomes

trivial. Define q to be the unique positive number such that

k

(13) F'(q)=l+2Zjbjq-j-l=0,

7 = 1

where F is the characteristic function defined in (6).

(i) If F(q) < 0, then Eq.  (6) has a unique solution Xq in (q, oo) and (8)

holds. Moreover q < X0 < 1.
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(ii) If F(q) = 0, then Eq. (6) has a double root Xo = q < 1, and

lim (Xöny„ -Bn) = L,
n—»oo     u

where

k -1
/-I5 = 2 U + E^EV'"'"1*')/ h+E;2iW~

a«i/ L ¿s described in the proof below.
(iii) 7/" F(q) > 0, //ze« Eq. (6) «as «o positive roots and {y„} oscillates.

Proof. Note that F'(X) < 0 when X < q and F'(X) > 0 when A > q . Thus F
attains its minimum in (0, oo) at q .

First assume F(q) < 0, and let Xo be the unique root in [q, oo) of F(X) —

0. Since F(l) > 0, clearly X0 &[q, 1). Once again define

■*« = Xç~nyn   for n> -k;        a¡ = X^~xb¡   for J =1, ... , k.

Then x„ satisfies Eq. (1').

(i) Let F(<?) < 0. Then q < X0 < 1 and £j=1 j'Iô/l^-1 < 1, and (8) holds
by Theorem 1.

(ii) (Adapted from Norris [4].) Let F(q) = 0. Then X0 = q G (0, 1) is a
double root of the characteristic equation ( F"(q) ^0), and (1') holds with

k k

(14) ¿;W = Ê^ir' = i.
7=1 7=1

As in the proof of Theorem 1,

k n-\

(15) x„ = Co-¿2ai E *"
7=1       i=n-j

where
k -1 k -1

q = xo + E a7 E ■*'= ^°+ E *> E v_,_ V<-
7=1        (=-7 7 = 1        '=-7

But in this case, unless Co = 0, lim„^oo xn does not exist because of (14).

Define B = 2C0/(1 + £*=1./2|û/|) = 2C0/(1 + EÎ=1 7'2l*ylV_1) » and let
zn — x„ - Bn Then, from (15),

k i-\ k-\ (   k \

z„+, = E \ai\ ¿2 z»-7; = E     E N    z"->    for« = 0, 1,... .
1=1 7=0 7=0   \/=7 + l /

This is

/c-l

(16) z„+1 = Ec7z«-7    for « = 0, 1, ... ,

7=0

where
it

c, = E la'l    for; = 0, ... , k- I.
i=j+\
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Equation (16) is an example of (10). Moreover,

k-\ k-\     k k    l-\ k

Eo = EEn = EEn = E'n = i-
j=0 j=0l=j+\ l=X j=0 l=\

So, by Theorem 3,

(fe-i      -i

zo + E ci E zi
7 = 1       ¡=-J

or, in terms of the original quantities;

lim (XZHyn - 73«) = 2 ( 0o + E   J2 U + ONV'W^ " *0
(18)      ~°° \      '¡1-fc;=1-i

1 + E/lW

where the sum in the numerator is interpreted to be zero if k = 1.

(iii) Let F(q) > 0. Then Eq. (6) has no positive roots. The fact that {yn}

oscillates in this case follows from an idea of Partheniadis [5] generalized to the

present case in [3].   D

Remark. In the case when all b¡ < 0, condition (9) of Theorem 2 implies that

q < k/(k+l) and F(q) < 0 as assumed in Theorem 4(i). However the converse

is not true, except in the case of one delay, as the following two examples show.

Example 1. The delay difference equation

21 1
yn+l-yn--myn-i-myn-2

yields F'(l/2) = 0 and F(l/2) < 0. So the asymptotic behavior of solutions

is described by Theorem 4(i). Theorem 2 is no help since (9) is not satisfied.

Example 2. Consider the delay difference equation with only one delay

yn+\ -yn = by„-k   where b < 0.

Then (13) becomes 1 + kbq~k~x = 0 which yields q - (k\b\)x^k+x'>. This gives

IM = t±l _ im-mk+l).
q k

Thus F(q) < 0 if and only if |¿>|(A: + l)k+x/kk < 1. So in the case of one

delay and b < 0, (9) is the exact condition for Theorem 4(i). Note also, as

remarked after Theorem 2, that in this case X0 < 1. Thus for every solution

yn —> 0 as « —> 00.

If |¿>|(A: + l)k+x/kk = 1, then X0 = q = k/(k +1) is a double root, and (ii)
applies.

If \b\(k + l)k+x/kk > 1 then every solution oscillates.

Example 3. The equation

3_ _9

25^"-'      12
is an example of Theorem 4(h) with Xq = q = 3/5

y«+i —yn — _25^«-l ~ T25^"-2
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